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Max Security Solutions provides real-time intelligence
reports for qualified representatives of corporations and
governments operating in Africa
Tel Aviv, Israel, November 20, 2012, 7:35 am -- /EPR
NETWORK/ -- Max Security, a global security consulting firm is
now providing Africa Intelligence Reports. The company
recently expanded its intelligence gathering operations to SubSaharan and southern Africa. “Africa is booming”, explains
Africa Intelligence Manager Jay Radzinski, “but emerging
business hubs like Kenya, South Africa and Nigeria continue to
be marred by terrorism, civil unrest, and other hindrances to
business continuity.”
The launch of the Africa regional intelligence package marks
the first official expansion of Max Security’s growing
intelligence division, after recording initial successes in the
Middle East and North Africa regions. Max’s regional
intelligence packages provide clients with a turnkey solution
for their security information needs, keeping them informed of
broad trends affecting business continuity in the long term,
while alerting them to immediate threats to their specific
interests.
“We provide our clients with deep familiarity of otherwise
complex and volatile operating environments.” Says
Intelligence Director Dor Raveh. “Clients receive everything

from in-depth reports on changing political trends, to tactical
alerts warning that the route to the airport has been closed.”
Max’s proven intelligence gathering capabilities stem from its’
analysts’ unrivaled ability to triangulate between a variety of
sources, including social media, local media, and ground
contacts. The department is comprised of a motivated,
energetic mixture of experienced veterans from the Israeli
intelligence and Special Ops services and a multi-national
array of academics well versed in geopolitics.
“The ability of our fledgling division to meet the challenges
posed by the Arab Spring created a whirlwind in the security
community,” Says Raveh, “Now, we’re out to give our clients
the same solutions to enable smooth business operations in
Africa.” Over the past two years, Max’s intelligence branch had
become well known in the corporate security community for its
ability to separate the essential issues from the non-essential,
providing timely, concise updates while never hesitating to
give a bottom-line assessment. These aspects, argue intel
branch members, are what have caused their clients’ exodus
from existing intelligence juggernauts to their young division.
“We’ve become the security company that other security
professionals come to for help”, explains Raveh.
In addition to intelligence services, Max’s Travel Security
department has recently opened its newest regional hub in
Lagos Nigeria. From Lagos, Max provides clients with a range
of risk-mitigation and travel security solutions ranging from
close protection to facility security consulting. “Establishing an
operating hub in Lagos complimented our global reach with a
local touch,” explains CEO Noam Schiller.
Additional African countries that Max provides Intel for include
Ethiopia, Angola, Mozambique, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Guinea,
Cameroon and Senegal. To demonstrate the Max advantage,
Max Security Intelligence is offering a free trial subscription for
their Africa regional package. Subscribers receive daily
summaries, bi-weekly strategic reports, special reports, and
alerts, provided using proven intelligence gathering techniques

adapted to the African continent. Subscribers are also offered
tactical monitoring subscriptions to strategic cities across the
continent, including Lagos, Nairobi, and Johannesburg.
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